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ABSTRACT

Text search is a very useful way of retrieving document information from a particular website. The public generally use internet search engines over the local enterprise search engines, because the enterprise content is not cross linked and does not follow a page rank algorithm. On the other hand the enterprise search engine uses metadata information, which allows the user to specify the conditions that any retrieved document should meet. Therefore, using metadata information for searching will also be very useful. My thesis aims on developing an enterprise search engine using metadata information by providing advanced features like faceted navigation. The search engine data was extracted from various Indonesian web sources. Metadata information like person, organization, location, and sentiment analytic keyword entities should be tagged in each document to provide facet search capability. A shallow parsing technique like named entity recognizer is used for this purpose. There are more than 1500 entities that have been tagged in this process. These documents have been successfully converted into XML format and are indexed with “Apache Solr”. It is an open source enterprise search engine with full text search and faceted search capabilities. The entities will be helpful for users to specify conditions and search faster through the large collection of documents. The user is assured results by clicking on a metadata condition. Since the sentiment analytic keywords are tagged with positive and negative values, social scientists can use these results to check for overlapping or conflicting organizations and ideologies. In addition, this tool is the first of its kind for the Indonesian language. The results are fetched much faster and with better accuracy.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

This thesis explains the procedure of extracting organization, news, and blog data from websites and developing a web search interface with facet search capability. This tool can be extensively used by social scientists to retrieve information of a particular organization to analyze the activities performed by that organization for various research purposes.

1.1 Motivation

Search engines are one of the most widely used internet tools in day to day life. Most of them provide vast data which might not be specific to single category, being specific will reduce the time for searching and improves the efficiency of retrieved data. One way to overcome this problem is by building a search engine that contains data which is specific to a category or region. This will reduce the vastness but will improve the efficiency of search results and reduces the time of operation as mentioned above. People prefer to use an approach for searching that can be described as successive refinement (A Sprink 2002). This research will be useful for various social scientists whose work would greatly depend on the information retrieved from the search engine results and will also address the successive refinement issue which is mentioned above.

It is very important to develop a tool that helps social scientists to retrieve information, where the information will be useful to effectively analyze trends using the data that is available. To efficiently and effectively run such a process, I need a tool with faceted search capability, which will be provided by Apache SOLR. As the web portal contains information from news websites, organization websites and blogs which have been crawled to the latest date, the data is real, accurate and up to date. My research
concentrates on extracting information from the web and developing a web interface search engine to access such kind of information all at a single location. The web extraction includes extracting information from particular radical and counter-radical organization websites, news websites and blogs. For example, information regarding trend change of a counter radical organization on the practice “polygamy” can be retrieved from this web portal. The faceted search and full text search over the collected documents will be available on the completion of this thesis.

1.2 Contribution

This thesis is carried out in 4 main steps. Firstly, Web extraction. A list of 33 Indonesian organizations which were marked as radical and counter radical organizations was received from social scientists. Most of the websites were in Indonesia language. These websites were crawled to collect the data from the sources. The collected data contains junk information, which has to be cleaned to perform operations using shallow parsers. Now I perform the annotation of various entities in the text using various shallow parsing techniques. Thirdly, the tagged text data should be converted into SOLR accessible format and all the documents should be indexed with SOLR. Lastly, I build a user interface which provides the facet and full text search capabilities using Ajax-SOLR.

Various agencies and social scientists require a tool that provides access to all of the organizations data to understand the activities of the organization, which will assist in taking strategic decisions that can prevent violence activities in the country and throughout the world. Indonesia is the 5th largest populated country in the world with large number of radical and counter radical organizations. With the available sources, 33 various radical, counter radical organizations, and blog data has been fetched from
the World Wide Web. Various entities like name of organization, date, type of organization, location will be annotated in the articles that have been collected using shallow parsing techniques like Named-Entity tagging. Nearly 50,000 articles have been collected from various organization websites like HIZBUT TAHIRIR, NU, MUHAMMADIYAH, etc. These websites contain information which span over a decade, which is significant. These articles are downloaded and processed to extract the entities like date, time, location, organization.

The data collected from the World Wide Web is in hyper text markup language format which has to be converted into text, so as to perform various parsing methodologies on the text. After the data cleaning process, the text content will now undergo named entity tagger algorithm. After this step has been successfully performed, the text contains various entities that have been tagged. The tags are Person, location, organization name, type of organization, etc. Now I convert this into Apache SOLR accessible XML format and will index all the documents. Once all the documents have been indexed, I develop a web interface using the Ajax-SOLR API to completely inhibit the functionalities of Apache SOLR into our webpage.
1.3 Organization of the Thesis

The reminder of this thesis is organized into 6 chapters.

Chapter 2 – Related Work This chapter introduces various websites that provide search functionality and existing shallow parsers for Indonesia.

Chapter 3 – Data Extraction This chapter introduces how to extract the information from websites.

Chapter 4 – Search Platform This chapter introduces the search platform SOLR, which will be used various search functions.

Chapter 5 – Web interface development This chapter discusses details about how the extracted data stored in XML format is outputted using Ajax SOLR. The web interface widgets are explained in detail.

Chapter 6 – Results This chapter discusses the results of the search platform using a sample query.

Chapter 7 – Conclusion This comprises of the final summary of the research done and possible future work.
Chapter 2

RELATED WORK

2.1 Background

Text search is a popular way to find information about a particular enterprise, organization or any other source. There are few reasons why enterprise search engines do not provide exact content that user wants, they have no proper page rank algorithm and lack of metadata information. There are few search platforms which provide very useful information. Which are managed by companies like Google, Microsoft, Yahoo, and Amazon which are been used mostly by users.

Web mining (R. Cooley 1997) is the process of identifying useful patterns in the web using state of the art data mining algorithms. Large amount of data is available on the web; my thesis concentrates on collecting important information from web regarding organizations in the country Indonesia and provides a user interface that provides text and faceted search capabilities through performing shallow parsing techniques on the text.

Collecting metadata from the documents and providing faceted navigation through the documents have been in research since a long time. Various commercial organizations have built such systems. In the next section, I will explain about few of them which are in use.

2.2 Existing Search Domains for Indonesia

“BAHASA” is the official language of Indonesia. Education and almost all kinds of formal communication i.e. media throughout the country are in the same language. Since the introduction of internet in 1994 very few search engine were developed in this country with local language as the preference. There are few which make their
impact now, they are endonesia.com, incari.com, halloindonesia.com. While Google provides its services in Indonesia language, most of the people use these available search engines also.

Figure 1: Sample search website homepage of Indonesia

The above search engine provides access to about 23,000 documents. There is no faceted search capability for this website, but provides data of various types. As you can see the “ENDONESIA” website consists of many ads in its home page. Due to these advertisements the focus of the user general diverts for the norm and many users do not like such websites. This website is listed in many sources that provide information about search engines in Indonesia.
The websites incari and halo indonesia also provide text search capabilities. No faceted search is available in both the websites. Moreover, the websites do not concentrate on organizational data. So, building a search website with organizational data will be certainly useful for many social scientists across the world.

Figure 2: Hallo Indonesia website homepage

These are few of the search engines available in Indonesia language. In the next sections, I will explain about existing faceted search enterprise engines and shallow parsing methodologies.
2.3 Related Research

Facet based search, text search and navigation web interfaces have become a commonly used feature in various websites. Part of my thesis work deals with web interfaces that provide such functionality. Robert G. Capra and Gary Marchionini have developed a relation browser tool to understand relationships between items in a collection and for exploring an information space (Robert 2009). It also provides a dynamic user interface that allows users to explore the data set through the use of faceted browsing and keyword search. This work is closely related to my thesis work on sentiment analytic data from Indonesia. A screen shot of the relation browser can be seen below.

Figure 3: Relation browser tool
As you can see, relation browser is implemented as a Java Applet, which will communicate with the Apache web server and Apache SOLR search engine. The relation browser provides features like multiple facet views, static facet list, multiple result views, current query display and control, and the full text search functionality.

M Grobelnik and D Mladenic’s have worked on Visualization of News Articles (M Grobelnik 2004). Their work was divided into several phases such as preprocessing the data, named entity extraction, creating graphs with relations between entities. Most of the steps have also been followed in my research to complete this thesis. “Contexter” was the name of the system they developed which is used by experts. A sample visualization system is shown in the figure below.

Figure 4: Graphical interface of “Contexter” for browsing/visualizing the name-entity network.

While several researchers have been working to develop search engines that provide facet search and text search capabilities, very few sources were found for Indonesia.
language. Few of them have been mentioned above, but none of them provide a sentiment analytic way to retrieve organizational information.

IBM has developed has text search engine with faceted capability. The user is given an option to select the metadata conditions by clicking on the values which are displayed by the application.

Figure 5: Faceted Navigation by IBM

By providing the metadata as the facets, there is no way the user will end up with no results. There can be multiple values of the same metadata in a single document. The query language used in this application is very similar to the internet search engine systems. They incorporate the metadata using query forms, whose fields will correspond to the elements of the metadata schema. This is widely used enterprise search engine which is similar to my research.

While part of my thesis goes to development of web search interface, the other side would be recognizing named entity tags in Indonesia data. Indra Budi and team have
developed “InNER”, named entity recognition for the Indonesian language. It combines the contextual, morphological and parts of speech features into a knowledge engineering approach (Indra Budi 2005). Research into Indonesian natural language processing is very little. The “InNER” obtains recall and precision values up to 63.43% and 71.84%. This method was used to extract the named entities such as person, organization and location from the data collection. This process is explained in more detail, in the next chapters.

Tagging parts of speech tags to words in a text is known as parts of speech tagging. It is not an easy process, because few words represent more than one part of a speech. While research is going on to develop various approaches to parts of speech tagging, Alfan Farizki Wicaksono developed a Parts of speech tagger using Hidden Markov Model for Indonesian language. I would like to explain few of its features in detail. First order and second order i.e. bigram and trigram Hidden Markov Model were used to develop the parts of speech tagger. Several methods have been used to improve the accuracy of the tagger. One of them is employing an affix tree which will be used to cover the prefix and suffix. Other is to use the succeeding parts of speech tag as a feature for Hidden Markov Model and final method is to use a lexicon to limit the candidate tags resulted by affix tree. All the methods together have significantly improved the accuracy of parts of speech tagger. An example of parts of speech tagger for Indonesia is given below.

Sentence before tagging:
ippnu memberikan beasiswa kepada

Sentence after using the HMM based parts of speech tagger:
ippnu/NNP memberikan/VBT beasiswa/NN kepada/IN
The sentence has been tagged successfully by the parts of speech tagger. The output format contains the word that has been tagger followed by a forward slash and the parts of speech tag that was specially created for this tagging purpose.
Chapter 3

DATA EXTRACTION

3.1 Web Extraction

Web extraction is a process of extracting data from the web. My research aims on extracting information from 33 various organization sources from the country Indonesia. The country with largest Muslim population is Indonesia. Knowing the opinions of the larger section would reflect the Ideologies and activities of a certain practice. That is the reason Indonesia has been chosen. Extracting the entities like person, location, and organization from the text and providing a facility to search over the entities is the major goal of the thesis. There are 33 different organization, news, and blog website sources available from social scientists which have been tagged as counter radical, radical and neutral organizations in the country. The web extraction of documents will be explained in more detail in this section.

3.2 Data Sources

List of 33 organizations were labeled as either radical, counter radical, or neutral organizations in the country. The list is as follows: abujibriel.com, adianhusaini.com, ansharuttauhid.com, arrahmah.com, web.bisnis.com, comops.com, eramuslim.com, fahmina.or.id, fpi.or.id, gatra.com, hidayatullah.com, hizb-ut-tahrir.org, v2.icrp-online.org, Ikhwanweb.com, inilah.com, interfidei.or.id, islamlib.com, kompas.com, lakpesdam.or.id, maarifinstitute.org, millahibrahim.net, mmjabodetabek.com, muhammadiyah.or.id, nu.or.id, paramadina.or.id, perspektif.net, pk-sejahtera.org, poskota.co.id, tempointeraktif.com.

The types of sources are news, organization, and blogs. This information was provided by social scientists. Each one labeled as mentioned above.
These data sources have different HTML formats, to get the required information few HTML’s from each source should be manually analyzed to retrieve the exact information.

Figure 6: Sample HTML from NU online

The article mentioned above is from source NU, a counter radical organization website. As you can see, the HTML page contains a lot of irrelevant information, which has to be removed for proper implementation of shallow parsing techniques.

The article content section contains one or many paragraphs of text and images describing the news.

The next article is from source HT, an organization which provides its services at various global locations. Similarly, we find the start and end tags for content, date, title, and any other specific data of interest from the document.
3.3 URL Extraction

A list of all the URL’s of the website is required to fetch the respective HTML. The process of fetching the URL’s is done by the GSITE crawler tool. The GSITE crawler takes the URL of the homepage as the input and gives a text file containing all the URL’s of the website. A part of the sample output file for the website paramadina.or.id is shown below:

http://www.paramadina.or.id/

The links are extracted with respect to the base URL. After fetching the list of URL’s using the GSITE crawler, we put it into a database to fetch the HTML’s for each URL.

3.4 Article Content Extraction

All articles are downloaded from the websites as pure html. Firstly, given the source link of a particular website one needs to perform crawling to find its URL’s. GSITE crawler is open source software that does the above functionality. After collecting the list of URL’s for each source, I fetch the HTML of the URL. Fetching the HTML can be done using existing java libraries. Firstly, the links should be loaded into a database. In my thesis work, I use MySQL database. The list of URL’s received from GSITE crawler is stored in a text file. I load this text file directly into the database. After loading the list, I run the program to fetch the HTML’s of each URL. All the data sources are collected in the similar manner.

Now I extract the entities like title, date, content, name of sources from each HTML and store it as an XML file with entities labeled according to the specifications of
Apache SOLR. I need to find the starting tag and ending tag of each entity to get the exact content. Each source has its own format, so few HTMLs of each sources should be manually inspected to extract the start and end tag information. The content section in the html contains various tags and junk data, this data should be cleaned to run the shallow parsers on the content. Finally the HTML content can be converted to SOLR accessible XML format to perform search over the documents. The next section explains how the data has been used to find useful entities in the content.

3.5 Entity Tagging using Shallow Parsing Techniques

Various tools have been developed for shallow parsing in the field of Natural language processing and Machine Learning in English, but a very few for Indonesia Language. InNER (Indra Budi 2005) is a Named Entity Recognizer for Indonesian language, which is based on a set of rules capturing the contextual, morphological, and parts of speech knowledge for extracting named entities from Indonesian text. I can extract the name, location, and organization entities from the Indonesian text using this parser. The text is now converted into one sentence per line. The input is in normal text form while the output will be in XML tagged format.

An example of named entity recognition using “InNER” is shown below:

Sentence before tagging:

“Presiden Habibie bertemu dengan Prof. Amien Rais di Jakarta kemarin”

Sentence after named entity recognition:

Presiden <ENAMEX TYPE=”PERSON”>Habibie</ENAMEX> bertemu dengan Prof. <ENAMEX TYPE=”PERSON”>Amien Rais</ENAMEX> di <ENAMEX TYPE=”PERSON”>Amien Rais</ENAMEX>
The tag `<ENAMEX TYPE="PERSON">` marks the beginning of the entity name and `</ENAMEX>` marks the end of the entity name. The “InNER” undergoes four main processing steps, namely Tokenization, Feature Assignment, Rule Assignment, and Name Tagging.

Tokenization identifies tokens from the input and is labeled with their kinds. Feature Assignment is the processing of assigning labels to various features like contextual, morphological and parts of speech features. The later steps are rule assignment and name tagging which are the vital operations.

If the token value is MPR, the method identifies that as an organization entity, similarly when amien is the token, it recognizes it as a person entity. But when the token is ketua, the method does not recognize any entity. Given below is a sample about the extraction process.

Example sentence:
Ketua `<ENAMEX TYPE="ORGANIZATION">MPR</ENAMEX>`, `<ENAMEX TYPE="PERSON">Amien Rais</ENAMEX> pergi ke `<ENAMEX TYPE="LOCATION">Bandung</ENAMEX> kemarin (24/4)

This example is taken from the paper published by Indra Budi.

Assigning tokens and tagging the entities appropriately is the main process.

`<PERSON>, <LOCATION> and <ORGANIZATION>` entities can be extracted from the Indonesian text collection. Since the date is already available from the html tag, we now have a list of various entities for each document.
3.6 Tagging Keywords

A list of 800 keywords has been identified by social scientists that are relevant to radical and counter radical organizations text documents based on various analysis. These 800 keywords were further divided into belief, demographics, economics, education, god, issue, location, person, organization, politics, practice, Prophet Muhammad, Quran, religious marker, social, and time. Since the person, organization and location entities have been identified from the named entity tagger. The rest of the keywords should be marked or tagged in the document collection. Since all the keywords have been manually identified by social scientists in Indonesia, these keywords are highly preferred. Simply tagging the documents with keywords will only facilitate facet search over these 800 keywords. Now methods have been followed to identify whether the keyword has been used with positive sentiment or a negative sentiment. This can be done using identifying several words before and after the keyword phrase in which it has been mentioned. The keyword length varies from 1 word to 5 words. It may be important to check the occurrence of certain keywords with length 5, which might provide some unexpected results. Sample keyword tagging is shown below.

<fieldname="positiveSentiment">asasimanusia</fieldname>
<fieldname="negativeSentiment">budaya</fieldname>
<fieldname="demographics">dunia islam</fieldname>

The entities have been merged into either positive sentiment or negative sentiment. Demographics were tagged separately for providing better search for the majority keywords. This is the process of tagging various kinds of entities in the text.
Chapter 4

SEARCH PLATFORM

4.1 About the framework

In this chapter, I will explain about the Apache SOLR search platform and how the implementation would work on Indonesian text collection. Apache SOLR is an open source search platform from the famous Apache LUCENE project. Few of the exciting features of SOLR are full text search, faceted search, database integration, optimization for high web traffic, flexible with XML configuration, and various file type handling capacity. It uses Apache LUCENE java search library as its core and various other API's that makes it a powerful search platform tool. It is also scalable with other versions of SOLR search servers with extensible plug-in architecture. SOLR is written in java and has the capacity to run as a standalone server.

4.2 Framework Requirements

There are 2 requirements for SOLR, they are:

1. Java 1.5 or greater.

2. SOLR release

My system configuration

Java version "1.6.0_16"

Java(TM) SE Runtime Environment (build 1.6.0_16-b01)

Java Hotspot(TM) 64-Bit Server VM (build 14.2-b01, mixed mode)

SOLR version: SOLR 1.4.0

While SOLR can run on any java servlet container, I use jetty in my work.
4.3 Starting SOLR

SOLR allows users to index documents via XML over HTTP. After unzipping the latest version of SOLR, the SOLR can be started using a single command. Enter the example directory in SOLR package and use the command java –jar start.jar

I run the start.jar to instantiate a SOLR WAR with the Jetty server. The local host server will be up and running the location http://localhost:8983/solr/admin/

The below is a screen shot of the start page of Apache SOLR running on Jetty server.

![SOLR server home page running on Jetty server.](image)

Figure 8: SOLR server home page running on Jetty server.

SOLR provides rich user interface with many functionalities, but the user should have knowledge about XML and HTTP, because the query is via over HTTP GET and the results will be retrieved in XML.
4.4 Indexing documents

SOLR allows user to index documents via XML over HTTP. This service is provided by the web-services like API. After the start command, the SOLR server is running but does not contain any data. The fields and types of the fields can be defined using the schema.xml file. SOLR provides the functionality to index data from databases using the “dataimporthandler” functionality. Now the data collection from Indonesia should be converted into SOLR accessible XML format to perform the full text and facet search.

A sample XML file after the conversion is given below:

![XML document from Eramuslim Source with entities tagged.](image)

The document contains fields like title, source name, type of source, URL, content which was cleaned from the original HTML. To index documents of these field
names and types the schema.xml should be modified accordingly. The below fields should be mentioned in schema.xml

```xml
<field name="score" type="string" index="true" stored="true" multiValue="true"/>
<field name="type" type="string" index="true" stored="true" multiValue="true"/>
<field name="demographics" type="string" index="true" stored="true" multiValue="true"/>
<field name="title" type="string" index="true" stored="true" multiValue="true"/>
<field name="HOSPITAL" type="string" index="true" stored="true" multiValue="true"/>
<field name="LOCATION" type="string" index="true" stored="true" multiValue="true"/>
<field name="date" type="string" index="true" stored="true" multiValue="true"/>
<field name="URL" type="string" index="true" stored="true" multiValue="true"/>
<field name="positiveSentiment" type="string" index="true" stored="true" multiValue="true"/>
<field name="negativeSentiment" type="string" index="true" stored="true" multiValue="true"/>
<field name="context" type="string" index="true" stored="true" multiValue="true"/>
<field name="text" type="string" index="true" stored="true" multiValue="true"/>
<copyField source="id" dest="text"/>
<copyField source="name" dest="text"/>
<copyField source="demographics" dest="text"/>
<copyField source="title" dest="text"/>
<copyField source="HOSPITAL" dest="text"/>
<copyField source="LOCATION" dest="text"/>
<copyField source="date" dest="text"/>
<copyField source="URL" dest="text"/>
<copyField source="positiveSentiment" dest="text"/>
<copyField source="negativeSentiment" dest="text"/>
<copyField source="context" dest="text"/>
<copyField source="text" dest="text"/>
<!-- Common metadata followed, meant specifically to match up with
    SolrCell metadata when parsing rich documents such as Word, PDF. -->
```

Figure 10: Changes made to schema.xml of SOLR.

In the same schema.xml user can specify various other features like token filters, tokenizers which can used for indexing, querying and retrieval. The SOLR can be modified in many ways according user preference. After all the required changes have been made, all the documents are moved into a directory and the post command will be called through command prompt. The command is given below

```
Java –jar post.jar *.xml
```

The *.xml will index all the documents in the folder with .xml extension.

A screen shot of the XML output after indexing all the collection of Indonesian documents can be seen below.
After all the changes are made to schema.xml there are few changes to be made in solrconfig.xml. This file explains SOLR on how to perform the indexing and any abort/boundary conditions can be specified here. For example dataDir parameter can be specified in solrconfig to access any specific directory for data XML files. There are several sections involved in this file namely mainIndex section, update handler section, query section, Admin/GUI section, enable/disable components. All the sections have to be modified depending on needs. After indexing all the documents into SOLR, I can now develop a user friendly web interface using AJAX API that provides facet and text search capabilities over these indexed documents.

4.5 Updating and deleting documents

Even though the SOLR is up and running, new documents can be updated at regular intervals. In the schema.xml file a unique key value for SOLR to identify each document separately should be specified. If a new document is indexed with the
same unique id, the document will be overridden and now the SOLR is updated with new document. The indexing can be done with calling the post.jar through command line. Example is java –jar post.jar. All the updates can be viewed in the next searches made.

Deletions can be made by posting a delete command. Specifying the unique id of the document can be more specific and different queries can be run to delete a set of documents. A complete delete of the entire indexed file is also possible through a command line input, the input java –Ddata=ARGS –jar post.jar “<delete>*.*</delete>” can be given. A command can be given either to commit SOLR with changes or not. The above command actually does the commit automatically because no other parameter has been specified.
Chapter 5

WEB INTERFACE DEVELOPMENT

SOLR is a search application developed completely in java and supports a large number of exciting features. I will be using Ajax SOLR to provide a client side user interface which can access the data from SOLR and output search results with specific query specifications. Ajax SOLR is a JavaScript library which by default uses “jQuery”. JavaScript has several advantages when compared to JSP’s. It is more responsive, dynamic and easily testable language with the current tools available.

There are several classes involved in this application. I would explain few of the important classes. Ajax SOLR is based on the model-view-controller architecture. Where the ‘Parameter Store’ is the model, ‘Widgets’ are used as views, and ‘Manager’ performs the duties of the controller. (GITHUB social coding)

The file hierarchy of the lib folder of the Ajax SOLR is given below

Core/ contains all the framework agnostic managers, parameter stores, and abstract widgets.

Managers/ contain framework specific managers.

Widgets/ contains all framework specific widgets.

Helpers/ contains optional theme functions.

Proper coding standards are followed in this application. For example, every Ajax SOLR class, method, and property is properly implemented within the Ajax SOLR namespace. (GITHUB social coding)

The GITHUB social coding provides an easy to understand Ajax SOLR example built with sample data, which will be used in my application.
### 5.1 Manager

Manager class helps us to interact with the SOLR server. This can be done in 2 ways i.e. either directly using SOLR URL or using a proxy URL. The advantage of using the proxy URL is that the SOLR instance will not be exposed to the users of the website. Ajax SOLR can talk to SOLR as soon as the URL is specified. The Manager is specified in the below manner:

```javascript
Manager = new AjaxSolr.Manager({
    solrUrl: 'http://localhost:8983'
});
```

Presently the server is running locally, so the URL specifies the Jetty server 8983 location in its URL. The widgets and parameter store will be attached to the manager using the “addWidget” and “setStore” methods. Now the manager is initialized by calling the init method. Syntax shown below:

```javascript
Manager.init();
```

After the initialization, the “doRequest” method is called. This will be the first call to SOLR.

```javascript
Manager.doRequest();
```

The manager catches the JSON response which is returned from SOLR and it typically calls all the widgets that are related to the request and shows the response. This is the basic functionality of Manager in SOLR. After the request the HTML should not display any data. The figure shows the basic layout of the index.html. The web server (Apache Tomcat) is locally installed and the index.html page is accessed through the ‘http://localhost:8080’.
As specified, the html page does not output any data. Now, we will provide the functionality to see some results.

5.2 Parameter
The parameters of SOLR are represented as parameter objects. The parameter store contains the list of SOLR parameters and any special request to the SOLR can be made through modifications of parameter values in this store. For example ‘-‘ can be given to retrieve all the results which do not satisfy a particular query. User interacts with the widgets, all the states which the browser changes can be viewed by the user at this point and if required the user can save few of the states using the “ParameterHashStore” class for using them again. These are the basic functionalities of the parameter and parameter store methods.
5.3 Widgets

JSON response which is retrieved from SOLR is modified by several widgets to output the response on the user web interface. “AbstractWidget” is the base class for all the widgets. Remaining widgets inherit properties from this widget. Every widget has unique id through which it can be identified. Three methods are defined by this class, namely “init”, “doRequest”, “handleResponse”. The widgets used in my project are result widget, pager widget, tag cloud widget, and text widget.

The result widget can be added by inheriting the result widget java script file from abstract widget. Since only 10 results are displayed per page, we also need a pagination widget to browse across all the documents.
Figure 14: Pager widget

The pager widget displays the total number of documents that have been indexed. Currently there are 48900 documents from various sources. By clicking on the page number, the web page will show you 10 results of that page number. We will now see the tag cloud widget functionality.

The reuters.js file should be modified accordingly to accommodate the functionality of tag cloud widget in to the system. Below is a screen shot that displays few facets of the tool.

Figure 15: Facet search Tag cloud widget.
Click handler function provides various useful search techniques using ‘fq’ parameter. Negative queries can also be done using this parameter.

![Search Widget](image)

Figure 16: Text search widget.

Text widget can be integrated easily into this tool. Adding the text widget java script file and making few changes to reuters.js file should be sufficient for a fully functioning text search widget.

### 5.4 Web Server Implementation

The tool was developed and tested on the local server using Apache Tomcat and Jetty. This search interface will be of great use to various social scientists researching on Indonesian organizations behavior and methodology across the world. Providing this tool on the internet will be a great way for users to access this through web from anywhere at any time. The search runs on Jetty server, which is the default setup for Apache SOLR and the web interface runs on the local tomcat server. The functionality of SOLR is written in Java and the web interface code written in Java Script, the tool can be easily hosted on the World Wide Web. SOLR can be invoked through command line and the web interface documents can be copied to the web folder of any domain to access the index.html page and other JavaScript files. So typically, the application requires a web server. The web server should provide the functionality to run the SOLR server on the web server. All the HTML and CSS files have been placed in respective folders and are accessed through various widgets. Since the data contains various tags that are extracted from the text documents, we
can either store this in a Database or XML files for later purpose. When an entity is searched or selected through the tag cloud, the request is sent to the SOLR server. Depending on the request the server runs the query and fetches the data from the indexed content. This framework allows us to add, delete or modify files dynamically. New documents have to be indexed in the specific format as mentioned in the Schema.xml file of SOLR.

5.5 Database

The process of fetching the HTML content from the URL requires the use of database. MySQL database has been used in my thesis work. Once I receive a list of URL’s for a website from GSITE crawler, I update the data from the text into database. Once the URL’s are in the database, I fetch the HTML using java and connectivity through JDBC drivers. The data consists of various documents dated from around 2001. There are about 49,000 documents indexed in SOLR. All the documents have been created in XML formats and entities in the text have been modifies accordingly. This data can be uploaded into a database for future use.
Chapter 6

RESULTS

6.1 Sample Query Analysis and Results

The below screen shot displays the home page of the fully functional tool. As you can see, it is a combination of several widgets.

![Minerva Search Engine Home Page](image)

Figure 17: Minerva Search Engine Home Page

The home page as you can see, is divided into right and left sections. The right part provides all the documents of the search results, without any query the total number of documents will be around 49,000. The left part provides all the search functionalities i.e. the text search box, the faceted search. Since several entities have been tagged in the document collection, depending upon the user requirement, we can provide different facets.
A basic architecture of the faceted search navigation tool is provided below.

Figure 18: Architecture of the Minerva faceted Search Application

The above architecture represents the flow of operations of this thesis work. The process is done in 4 major steps i.e. Collection of HTML documents from various sources, extracting metadata information from the content of the HTML page, indexing the documents with SOLR search platform, implementing AJAX SOLR interface to interpret the results given by the search engine.

The results of the search engine can be viewed by implementing queries with keywords. I consider 5 keywords musa, firaun, tubuh, laut, penyihir. The English translations of these keywords are musa, pharaoh, body, sea, and magician. These keywords were provided by social scientists to test the efficiency of the search platform.
The query1 was run with musa + firaun + tubuh. A screen shot of the query results page is shown below.

Figure 19: Screen shot of the sample query results

As you can see the number of documents matching the query are 7. The point of interest is the source name and the key ideologies among the matching documents. The results would be interesting if there is an overlap or opposition in the positive and negative sentiment ideologies that are involved with the keyword. Similarly query2 and query3 are run with laut and peniyihir. The numbers of documents matching the scenario are 11 and 3 respectively.

The interpretation of the results in a sequential order has been given below. The interesting observation is that the number of radical organizations has been dominating than the counter radical organizations. Surprisingly, there are few results
in which both the type of organizations occur together. These results will be provided to social scientists through the web application that has been developed.

Figure 20: Interpretation of results

The positive and negative sentiments for each query will be displayed as well. So the radical and counter radical activities associated with the keyword can be interpreted. If it’s an overlap, then it is interpreted as support to the keyword or else it is opposing the keyword. These results will be of great use for social scientists to analyze the trends of the organizations of a particular country or region.
Screenshots

- **Positive Sentiments:**

- **Negative Sentiments:**

Figure 21: Screen Shots of the positive and negative sentiment tag clouds

The tag cloud displays the top 35 keywords that have occurred maximum number of times. As you can see, the keywords like Allah, Kafir have appeared in both tag clouds. This data is will be useful for social scientists to determine the activities of respective organizations associated with the keywords.
Chapter 7

CONCLUSION

7.1 Conclusions

This thesis presents the extraction of online information and provides a user interface to search through all the documents with facet capability to improve various factors such as time for retrieval, quality of information retrieved and many other factors. Data collection is the process of collecting information that has been posted by an organization on their respective websites. GSITE crawler is a fully functional tool that provides us with a list of URL’s that a website contains. The data which is collected from websites has to be text mined to get the exact information required for the process. The process here means any kind of data mining algorithm process such as name entity tagger. The web portal will be built on the information collected from news websites, organization websites and blogs. After performing certain text cleaning processes, the shallow parsers will be run to extract entity information from the text and are tagged for faceted retrieval later. These documents will be converted to XML and are indexed. After indexing these documents with Apache SOLR, the documents can be searched and retrieved in a unique way. The entities such as person, organization, and location have been tagged using named entity recognizer of Indonesian language. There are several keywords that have also been tagged in the documents. These were provided by social scientists. These keywords will be very useful to identify the activities of certain organizations in the way of overlapping and opposing sentiments. Providing a web search interface with entities that are related to radical and counter radical organizations will be of great use for many social scientists.
around the world. This tool will not only be used to track the previous data but will show a way to predict the future trends of the organizations in country Indonesia.

7.2 Future work

The apache SOLR is a rich platform that provides various features. In my thesis work I use the full text search, faceted search, and filtering capabilities of SOLR. The probable next steps to improve the search server would be performance optimization and providing an administrative interface. Currently all the documents have been processed for several steps to get the SOLR search platform ready for searching. These documents can be indexed by an SQL database also. SOLR provides the facility to index document collections that have been stored in a relational database. Increasing the number of facets would be positive approach to enlarge the application onto a larger scale. The date entities of all the organizations have not been collected, because few websites did not provide that information on web page. Extracting the date entities of all the organizations will be helpful in future. Automating all these steps from HTML collection to indexing would be a great step.
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